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BareMinerals has some of the best foundations we've ever used and the bareMinerals
Full-Cover Foundation is a step up in both beauty and function. It's the ideal product for
when you need to go from a heavy-duty sunblock to a light dab in an instant. We
particularly like the mattifying properties of this formula, so it can really help prevent any
touchups, but it's still nice and sheer, which makes blending easy. It won't make your
foundation look cakey or thick; instead it gives you the perfect amount of coverage while
still feeling light on the skin. Love that. One of the most surprising concealers to come
out of the drugstore market in the last few years, NYX's Mega Wear concealer is nothing
short of revolutionary. This staple-like product combines a full-coverage concealer and a
full-coverage foundation all in one. It comes in 11 cream shades that can be worn alone
or under makeup. We were surprised to find out that this concealer isn't as sheer as we
thought it would be, while not looking heavily cakey. This anti-aging device designed to
help you achieve a sunless tan is marketed as a “compact anti-aging device that offers a
quick self tan that lasts anywhere from 7 - 14 days” and a “beauty enhancer that leaves
skin looking smoother, firmer, healthier-looking and fuller.” Yup, seriously. And,
according to a skin care review published by the site, "it's amazing. It is just an excellent
finish that lasts 7 days and really leaves skin with a smooth finish. In the mornings, it
leaves skin really soft and my girlfriend said that it also made her skin look really alive."
Oh, and for the record, our skin care advice applies to everyone, no matter what you are
trying to achieve.
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Over the years we've noticed that concealers with a creamy consistency perform better
as a preventative treatment rather than a cure. They're also less likely to transfer to the

skin, and they create a smoother, more even appearance. When you're looking for a
concealer with a creamy consistency, we suggest wearing it before applying your

foundation and concealing any redness or discoloration. The Richly Pigmented
Foundation Concealer is a full-coverage concealer that comes in a tube, but it feels and

looks like a cream. The coverage is decent, and we liked the easy-to-use applicator,
which applies it on the "go," leaving no redness or streaks. Next up, we have the powder

concealer. A full-coverage powder is a great every-day concealer that will keep you
looking fresh and glowing. If you have oily skin, using a powder concealer will help the
foundation stay on a little longer and can help keep your foundation from melting into

your pores. The consistency is slightly thicker than a cream and feels a bit drier. It
doesn't smear, and it's long wearing. The MUFE HD Pro Concealer is ideal for everyday

use and comes in 12 shades. It's great for oily or combo skin and comes with a mirror, an
angle brush and a sponge applicator. What Sephora lacks in accessories, it makes up for

in nicely packaged samples. In addition to full-size product, this shop also includes
samples of makeup, brushes, and even concealers. Its curated selections feature many

of Sephora's most notable product lines, like La Mer, Matrix, Charlotte Tilbury, and more.
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